
Ours favorites trips in Spain for a week-end
getaways

 

La route de George Borrow 
From Sevilla - Madrid 

Immerse yourself in Spanish history by following George Borrow's route. Your first stop in Merida will allow you to
discover the Roman theater and the remains of the civilization of Emerita Augusta. Enjoy a pure gastronomic break of
Extremadura with lamb meat stew, the famous gaspacho and of course all Iberico cold cuts. You can drive back to
Don Benito, Trujillo. You will have to finish at Monfrague International Park.



 

Raod on the Basque Coast
San Sebastian -  Madrid 

No doubt, this is one of the most beautiful roads to discover the Basque country. Departure from Irun and arrival in Pobena.
This route was formerly taken to join Saint Jacques de Compostela. On your way you will make very nice meetings and can
visit charming picturesque villages of fishermen. The rest of your journey will take you to Bilbao where very pretty faces will
also be waiting for you (Zarautz, Geteria or Guernika). In Bilbao do not miss a little cultural break by visiting the Guggenheim
Museum. Finally, we advise you to reach Brarakaldo, Sestao to admire the Vizcaya Bridge, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Our little beloved villages: Hondarribia, Pasai Donibae or Pasai San Pedro.

 

Bolnuevo
Almeria, Cartegena, Tarragona



This time we take you to the south west of Spain. Departure San Pedro de Pinatar. Your first trip will take you to the Salinas
de San Pedro Natural Park. Then you will be able to admire the Calblanque high nature park while climbing on the Monte de
las Cenizas. Finally if lounging on the beach tempts you, take the road to Bolnuevo and visit the Sierra de las Moreras.
Rocky and hidden beaches await you.
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